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Perfect for Natural History Museums, Butterfly Conservatories, Gardens, 
and Nature Conservancy Gift Shops!

“One of 2022’s best graphic 
novels . . . stunning, a compelling 
comic narrative”
—Comics Bookcase 

Ten year-old Elvie embarks on a crucial mission to save 
humanity from extinction after a sun shift has changed 
life on earth as we know it. This post-apocalyptic  
graphic novel tells a touching story of how one  
thoughtful child makes a big impact with the help of little 
monarch butterflies!

Creator Jonathan Case acquired the fact-based portion 
of Little Monarchs through intensive research and  
several expeditions to study monarchs across the  
western United States. Scientific support also came from 
the Xerces Society, the world leaders in monarch  
preservation.
  

Listen to Jonathan Case on 
The Guest Book podcast 
on all major podcast platforms.
  

Reading Group Guide 
  Available at HolidayHouse.com  

Check out our other graphic novels at https://bit.ly/3PKxL60

STOCK UP ON THIS GRAPHIC NOVEL ADVENTURE FROM  
EISNER AWARD-WINNING CARTOONIST JONATHAN CASE!JONATHAN CASE!

★“Superbly written and illustrated.”—Kirkus Reviews

★“Spectacular cartooning, meticulous world-building”—The Horn Book

★“Vibrant with a sense of exploration, adventure, and discovery.”—Booklist

★“Fresh and timely apocalyptic narrative.”—Publishers Weekly

★“Save the planet—read this book!”—Shelf Awareness
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“Little Monarchs is gorgeous in every way. It’s an amazingly generous work full of 
beautifully inked watercolor artwork, hilariously genuine characters, unexpected twists, real 

emotional sincerity, survival tips, nature facts, and even a recipe for blackberry pie.”
—Patrick McHale, Emmy Award-winning creator of Over the Garden Wall and writer/director for Adventure Time

“This book is PHENOMENAL. Jonathan Case has brought to life a post-civilization world 
that’s as wondrous as it is tragic, immersive and fascinating. His is a unique voice, daunting 

yet inspiring for other comics creatives. Take Little Monarchs home—you will love it.” 
—Jeff Parker, writer of X-Men: First Class, Spider-Man, and Batman ’66

ISBN: 978-0-8234-4260-7
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It’s been fifty years since sun sickness wiped 
out nearly all mammal life on Earth, and the 
world is slowly being reclaimed by nature, 
except for roadways here and there, maintained 
by autonomous machines. The few communi-
ties of people who survived keep to themselves 
in underground sites, only able to come out at 
night.  But now there are two humans who can 
live and travel freely in the daylight: 10-year-old 
Elvie and her caretaker, Flora, a biologist who 
has made an incredible discovery. Using a few 
scales from monarch butterfly wings, Flora has 
created an antidote to sun sickness. If only she 
could make enough to help others! 

Following the monarch migration through what 
was once the western United States, Elvie and 
Flora are determined to develop a vaccine to share 
with everyone. Will they succeed? Or will they fall 
to natural disaster, illness, or even the very people 
they’re trying to save?

In this unique graphic novel adventure, readers can 
travel along with Elvie and Flora using coordinates 
and compass headings that mark their route. They 
will learn about monarch butterflies, the basics of 
star navigation, how to tie useful knots and forage 
for food, and other survival skills applicable in the 
natural world.
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A JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD GOLD STANDARD SELECTION

PRAISE FOR LITTLE MONARCHS

“A masterfully painted, pitch-perfect balance between tension  

and tenderness, Little Monarchs is all I want comics to be.  

—Vera Brosgol, Caldecott Honoree for Leave Me Alone! and Eisner winner for Anya’s Ghost

“Little Monarchs is gorgeous in every way. It’s an amazingly generous work full of  

beautifully inked watercolor artwork, hilariously genuine characters, unexpected twists, real  

emotional sincerity, survival tips, nature facts, and even a recipe for blackberry pie.” 

—Patrick McHale, Emmy Award-winning creator of Over the Garden Wall and writer/director for Adventure Time

“This book is PHENOMENAL. Jonathan Case has brought to life a post-civilization world  

that’s as wondrous as it is tragic, immersive and fascinating. His is a unique voice, daunting  

yet inspiring for other comics creatives. Take Little Monarchs home—you will love it.”  

—Jeff Parker, writer of X-Men: First Class, Spider-Man, and Batman ’66

ISBN: 978-0-8234-4260-7
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It’s been fifty years since sun sickness wiped 

out nearly all mammal life on Earth, and the 

world is slowly being reclaimed by nature,  

except for roadways here and there, maintained 

by autonomous machines. The few communi-

ties of people who survived keep to themselves 

in underground sites, only able to come out at 

night.  But now there are two humans who can 

live and travel freely in the daylight: 10-year-old  

Elvie and her caretaker, Flora, a biologist who  

has made an incredible discovery. Using a few 

scales from monarch butterfly wings, Flora has 

created an antidote to sun sickness. If only she 

could make enough to help others! 

Following the monarch migration through what 

was once the western United States, Elvie and 

Flora are determined to develop a vaccine to share 

with everyone. Will they succeed? Or will they fall 

to natural disaster, illness, or even the very people 

they’re trying to save?

In this unique graphic novel adventure, readers can 

travel along with Elvie and Flora using coordinates 

and compass headings that mark their route. They 

will learn about monarch butterflies, the basics of 

star navigation, how to tie useful knots and forage 

for food, and other survival skills applicable in the 

natural world.
is an Eisner Award-winning cartoonist whose works 

include Dear Creature, The New Deal, Batman 

’66, and two volumes of Over the Garden Wall. He 

lives in Oregon with his family. You can visit him at  

jonathancase.net.
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READING GROUP 

GUIDE LITTLE 
MONARCHS

by Jonathan Case
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ABOUT THE BOOK

This graphic novel adventure tells the story of  

ten-year-old Elvie and her crucial mission to save  

humanity from extinction after a sun shift has 

changed life on earth as we know it.

Ten-year-old Elvie and her caretaker, Flora, a biologist, 

are the only two humans who can survive during day-

light because Flora made an incredible discovery—a 

way to make an antidote to sun sickness using the scales 

from monarch butterfly wings. Free to travel during the day, Elvie and Flora follow monarchs as they migrate across 

the former Western United States, constantly making new medicine for themselves while trying to find a way to 

make a vaccine they can share with everyone. Will they discover a way to go from a treatment to a cure and preserve 

what remains of humanity, or will their efforts be thwarted by disaster and the very people they are trying to save?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• How is it obvious that the main character is writing in a journal on the first page of chapter one? Study each item 

on the Backpack Supplies List for Summer 2101. How are they used as the journey unfolds? Which items prove 

to be necessary for survival?

• Explain how the art reveals action in the novel. How are visual sound effects like “whump” (p. 7) used?  

Identify other visual sound effects in the novel and discuss how they evoke a reaction from the reader. How do  

the colors used help establish the mood and tone of the book?

• The panels in a graphic novel range from a full-page, single scene to smaller scenes separated by a gutter—the 

space between the frames. How do they contribute to the setting? How do the smaller panels advance the plot? 

There are also panels with no words. What is their role in the story? 
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